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ABSTRACT

The Department of the Army has expressed a need for the determina-

tion of the operational hit probabilities of several weapons systems in

use throughout the Army. These hit probabilities, together with lethal-

ity models, should yield predictions of the effects such systems will

have under various conditions of combat.

In this thesis, operational hit probability (OHP) is defined as the

probability that the center of impact of a volley of artillery fire will

fall within a specified distance of the center of an area target. A

general experimental methodology, which could be used to estimate OHP's

(under simalated combat conditions) for a field artillery weapons system,

is presented. More specifically, an approximate Chi-square distribution

of squared radial miss distance is suggested for estimating OHP's. A

method of using accuracy data from Army Training Tests to estimate

required sample sizes for the experiment is proposed.
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CHAPTER I

INITRODUCT ION

Since the effect iveness of a weapons system5 may ultimately be

determined by engaging the enemy, it is desirable to obtain quantita-

tive data regarding measures of effect iveness from actual combat

situat!-- -. possible. Unf'3rtunately, for various reasons, it is

usually not possible to obtain operational (combat) data. It is comon,

therefore, to resort to field experimentation, wherein the pertinent

variables are observed under simulated combat conditions. 1  The vari-

ables observed in a field experiment can then be used to estimate

operational parameters. These estimates my be useful in applications

to actual combat situations, provided the experiment is carefully de-

signed and conducted.

The accuracy requirements of any weapons system depend upon the

mission(s) to be performed by the system. For a Field Artillery SAS

Weapons System (hereafter referred to as a "IPA Weapon Systen"). the

mission may be the complete djstraction of a point target,* the "Mrl

lAsA" or partial destruction of en area targeto* or simply the

hAzanuaL or later-diction of a target for a given period of tims.~

The destruction mission to performed by a single gVa, with an ob-..m r

*All term with asterisks are defined In Appix A.
1Geiore It. Kimball and Philip M. Morse, Had, gfgmS1m

kAmub. (Mew York: John Vilay and Sams, Ime., 1951)0 p.129 .
2I~ H-40. Yield brt&Uestv Ceos ~RN CVeinlto: Deportment

of the Armyg October, IM~). p. 27-2.
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initiating the adjustment and continuing until the target destruction

has been completed. The harassment mission does not require a high

degree of accuracy; indeed, it is usually fired at "map-spotted"

coordinates. Althougb the interdiction mission requires a greater

degree of accuracy than the harassment mission, interdiction fire is

usually of low intensity when compared to neutralization fire. In

more than half of the artillery missions of World War I! (for which

data are available), vltiple guns were employed to neutralize area

targets. 1 We shall consider only neutralization missions in this

paper, and we shall use the artillery battery, under battalion control,

as the basic firing element.

The purpose of this thesis is to propose an experimental method-

ology for determing the operational hit probabilities of a FA Weapons

System and to investigate other factors pertinent to the operation of

such a system. We define operational hit probability (ORP) as the

probability that the center of impact (CI) of a yp.U of artillery

fire will fall within a specified distance of an aling point (usually

the center of an &M tam% . Defined as such, OR? t one of may

possible *easure@ of effectiveness for a PA Weapons System. It has

not yet been determined whether OHP is a "good" measure of effective-

ness or whether it can be accurately estimated at a "reasonable" cost.

Such determinations should be made prior to conducting extensive

esperiments with PA Weapons System.

I D. Love, t 41 Artillery Usm in World Wr LI (U), Volue it

(00-T-375, April, 1959), p.13.
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The information gained by conducting experiments to measure the

OHP's of various FA Weapons Systems could be useful in many ways.

OCP's could be combined with conditional lethality models to produce

unconditional lethality models. Such information would Increase the

effectiveness of FA units, since artillery commanders would be better

able to select the most appropriate weapons system for attacking a

particular type of target. More effective employment of FA units and

better fire planning should result. Additionally, ORP's should be

valuable in force planning; for example, in determining the optimal

nix of future FA Weapons Systems and in determining trade-offs between

FA Weapons Systems and other weapons system. OP's could be used for

both current and future logistics planning. They could also provide

military var gamers with realistic artillery parameter values for

future wr games..

A Tabular Firing Table is published by Department of the Army for

each FA Weapons System. Contained in these tables are corrections for

non-standard firing coniltions,5 as well as values of probable errore•

in range, deflection, and height of burst. These probable error

values are a measure of round-to-round dispersion, since they are

caused primarily by manufacturers' tolerances In ammunition and the

weapon itself. As such, the probable errors in the Tabular Firing

Table are roat *rru .' They have applicattome primarily when the

weapons are fired at point targets; that is, in destruction missions.

Since we have restricted our discussion to multiple weapons firing

meutralization mission@ at area targets, the tabled probable errors

-11-
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are of little value to us. We must concern ourselves with systems

errors,* which are attributable both to inherent errors and to other

factors such as variations in environment, war in the weapon systsu,

and hu-an errors.

During the past 25 years, several attempts have been made to

ezplain the system errors of certain FA Weapons Systems. Examples of

such attempts are:

1) an accuracy study of various artillery weapons systems, based
1

on single guns firing at point targets during the Korean conflict,

2) a study to determine the manner in which human errors contri-

bute to the total errors in predicted artillry fire,2 and

3) a British pamphlet which discusses three earlier studies en

the accuracy of unobserved fire in combat.
3

These and other attempts are apparently unsatisfactory for determining

an acceptable measure of effectiveness for various reasons. For

example, some of these studies deal only with the attack of point tar-

gets, while othersare based on data resulting from conditions which

only remotely resemble true combat conditions.

There is little doubt that the failure of these earlier reports

to provide a good measure of effectiveness for FA Weapons Systa had

1Thornton Page, et al., On the Accuracy of Unobserved Artillery
Fire (ORO-T-271, April, 1954).

2Jesse Orlansky, et al., Human Errors in Predictsed Artillery Fire

(ORO-T-1l3, October, 1952).

3 Page$ ~p. cit., pp. 25-29.
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great bearing on the Department of Defense decision to initiate a de-

tailed study into the Tactical Effectiveness of Weapons Systems (TEWS)

in -165. The purpose of the TEWS Program is to develop experimental

methodology to measure system effectiveness for all kvmy weapons

system. Large costs have necessitated a pilot study for the TEWS

Program, and Combat Developments Command Experimentation Command

(CDCEC) is currently working on this pilot study. The artiltery sys-

tem chocen for study in the TEWS Pilot Program is the 155- howitzer,

self-propelled (M-109). The measure of effectiveness to be determined

experimentally for this system is called operational hit probability.

In the TMS Pilot Program, operational hit probabilities are

described as

...those hit probabilities to be expected when weapon

systems are manned by troops who are subject to the

psychological and physiological stresses of combat.

Such hit probabilities take into account the effects

cf terrain, climate, and seasonal changes as well as

variations of tactical situations, e.g., offense, de-

fense, retrograde, and movement to contact. Operational

hit probabilities also include the variations inherent

in considerations of troop fatigue under varying combat

conditions."
1

It should be noted that this description of operational hit probabilities

is necessarily very general because it must be applied to tactical

weapons systems of many types. When applied to direct fire* weapons

'Tactical Effectiveness of Weanons Systems (TEWS) Pilot ftoram
S(Fort Ord, California: USACCEC, May, 1967), p. 1-9.

-13-
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systems, such as the M-60 tank, it seems clear that OHP is the proba-

bility of hitt.ing a point target (such as another tank) under a given

set of conditions. When applied to indirect fire* weapons systems,

such as a FA Weapons System, it is much less clear what the TEWS

description of OUP means. This lack of clarity stems from the fact

that indirect fire weapons systems are employed against both point

and area targets, so what is meant by "a hit" must be clearly stated.

One possible approach is to consider the probability of hitting a

point target under operational conditions. For this interpretation

it would seem reasonable to attempt to measure operational probable

errors,* similar to the inherent probable errors listed in the Tabular

Firing Table. Indications are that CDCEC is taking this approach.

In contrast, the authors are considering the probability (OH?) of

hitting an area target with a volley of artillery fire. Hence, the

experiment we propose will be a sethodology to estimate OHP'. as

defined in this latter context.

Chapter II of this thesis contains a general description of the

variables involved in estimating OHP's. In Chapter I1, we discuss

the required field procedures and propose an experimental design.

A method of analysis of the experimental data is presented in

Chapter IV. Finaly, in Chapter V, the authors discuss some areas

that (they feel) deserve further investiaation.

-14-



CHAPTER II

Since te baHi VARIABLES

Sine te bsicorganization, procedures, tactics, and character-

istics of FA Weapons Systems are similar, it is felt that a general

procedure can be developed which may be used, with minor modifications,

to determine the OHP's of an FA Weapons System.

In their paper on weapons system accuracy, J, Nickel and J. Palmer

divide a weapons system into three basic components: the method of

detection and location of the target, the comauications information

link between detector and weapon, and the actual weapon itself. 1  we

shall refer to these three components as taryeM acauisition, comlS!-

.Jna.. and firint battery, respectively. We shall consider two addi-

tional components, which can be identified as separate entities having

a great deal of influence on the overall operation of the system.

These art Eji!! coto, which establishes the location and orienta-

tion of the weapons, and the IV djgcjign SItj (IDC) * which goner-

ates the firing data to be set on the guns. Meteorological data,

although having an effect on system accuracy, will be assumed accurately

measured for purposes of this experiment. The primary reason for

aking this assumption is that = iasmtorological conditions cannot

be determined, so no basis exists for determining meteorological snroes.

JmsA. Nickel and J. D. Palmer, magiJ~i in the
Vetenrmtion of XWea System AccUacy Iai tsorman, Oklahoma:
University of Oklahoma Research Institute,*1 Deceber 1963), p. 1.



In addition, it in almost impossable to maintain current meteorological

data, because weather conditions are continually changing. Finally,

we have limited our consideration to the ?A battery under battalion

control, and meteorological data come from a source outside the FA

battslioni.

Since the experiment will be conducted under simulated combat con-

ditions, it Is necessary to describe a scenario which contains realistic

combat situations. Hence, the scenario for this experiment should be

based, as wacb as possible, on the current threat, as provided by cur-

rent Intelligence.

A suitable measure of effectiveness for a FA Weapons System mast

stam frea the missiom, of that system:

"The mission of the field artillery to to provide con-
cimmous ad timely fire support to the force commander

In most cases of the type we are considering (neutralisotion of area

targets), this mission requires that the field artillery inflict

casualties owns the opposing enemy forces.

"The Immediate objective is to deliver a mss of accu-

rate ad timely fire so that the maximum nuiber of
casualties are iuflic 4d."

Is tbee quotations the words "accurate anM timely" seM to charater-

* ~U oe deaired objectives of artillery fire. We feel that OUP

IPN 6-20-1. glal &gt& gz3j (Vaebisgtos: Department of
the Army, I July 1965)9p. 3.

2MN "-0, .L s.. p. 1-2.



provides a suitable measure of effectiveness from the standpoint of

accuracy. We propose to determine OHP's experimentally, and we feel

that it would require little additional effort to simultaneously gather

data relating to the timeliness of the system being studied. Hance,

we propose that the distribution of the lengths of time required to

conduct fire missions be used as a measure of effectiveness for time-

lineas.

Although we are primarily interested in the effectiveness of the

weapons system as a whole, it is also desirable to identify those

factors which cause artillery errors, as wel as the relative magnitude

of these errors. This additional information should be useful in

seeking methods of improving systems accuracies. For example, if it

were found that large dispersion errors in the center of impact resulted

from incorrect deflection settings. a possible remedy might be to

redesign the deflection scales of the weapon sight, Thus we are seeking

some knowledge of the effect that each of the component parts has on

the operation of the system as a whole. This leads to a discussion of

the Independent variables which we propose for the experiment.

Xndeeudnt Varkales

Our selection of independent variables is based upon materiel,

current tactics and techniques, operational envirwmeate, and historical

records of artillery operations. Budgetary sad tims constraints often

preclude the use of all Independent variablea that the ezperimntor may

desire. Hence, he my be forced to ealect a reduced wmber of

-17-



independent variables, or at least specify priorities to indicate those

independent variables which he feels are most important. We believe

that the following independent variables are critical to the determina-

tion of OHP's. The rationale for the choices is included in the list

of variables.

Method of Entering Fire for Effect. The accuracy of artillery

fire may vary substantially, depending upon what method of entering

fire for effect (FIj*) is used by the FDC. There are three methods

to be considered.

The first of these is the "Adjust Fire" method, in which an

observer estimates the location of an aiming point, usually the target

center. This location is then transmitted to the FDC where it is used

as one of the elements in the computation of firing data. One or more

adjusting rounds are fired uaing this data; when they detonate in the

i Cut ara, the observer determines corrections relative to the

obsrver-target line (or the gu-target line in the case of an air

obarver). The observer tranelts these corrections to the FDC where

now firing data is computed, and additional adjusting rounds are then

fired. The observer continues adjuetuent until he senses* that the

center of impact of the adjueting rounds is on the oberver-target line,

and within 50 veters of the terget, at which tim he calls for fire for

effect.

The remalning two methods of entering M are similar to each

other in that no adjustment is conducted. The first method Is called

"transfer using registration correctionsl" the second, "transfer usiag

" -18-



meteorological plus velocity error corrections." In each case the

observer imnediately requests fire for effect because he has a high

degree of confidence that his initial location data is within 50 asters

of the target. This normally occurs when the target is located on or

near a prominent terrain feature, a surveyed location, or a target which

has been fired upon previously.

Visibility Conditions. It is felt that the accuracy of artillery

fire will vary with the time of day (24-hour day), primrily because

the observer has a greatly decreased ability to detect and adjust on

targets during the hours of darkness. The time required to complete

fire missions is expected to increase during the hours of darkness,

because Sun crews are required to work with a minima. of artificial

light. Hence, we have divided the 24-hour day into two sopents,

"daylight" and "dark."

Fuse. There are three types of fuse comely used by the Artillery:

point detonating (PD), mechanical time (NT), and variable time (VT).

The PD fuse functions on impact, and it may be set for either quick

or delayed action. We feel that the delay option should be eliminated

for the purposes of this experiment. Renco, the only "error" which can

occur is the failure of the fuse to function. In contrast there ar at

least two sources of error for HT fuse. The C computes the NT fuse

setting, and the gun crews put this setting on the fuse. If either the

IDC or the gun crew makes an error, the fuse will detoate before it

reaches the target or after it has passed over the target. It my eves

detonate on Impact instead of the desired 20 mters above the ground.

-29-
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In the case of VT fuze, the FDC computes an "arming time" for the Sun

crew to set on the fuze. This "arming time" (a safety setting to

ensure that the projectile clears friendly forces before it become

armed) is considerably less* then the time of flight to the target. Once

the VT f p. has armed, it should automatically detonate within 20 meters

of any feature which produces a radar "echo."

We have chosen to consider only PD end MT fuzes in this experiment

because VT fun* prcvides little more data then would already be avail-

able from PD fuse. The only chance for human error with VT fuze Is for

the fune setting actually put on the fuse to be longer than the time of

flight of the projectile. This would require a "gross" error to be

comitted by either the FDC or the gun crews. It is felt that such an

event Ise unlikely, so we eliminate VT fuse from further consideration.

TatSlJSiusigg. The two most common categories for describing

tactiaal,&AStuat$ons are "offense" and "defense." The defense to pri-

maaly a &Wa. situation. Vowward observers generally have sqile time

to study the terrain to their front. Survey toam are able to bring

survey control Into all position areae,* and are usuaally able to do

etesi target are a ed connecting area Survey.

in ontracts the offense Is characterised by Mg3,. As the

iemily forces advmeag obserser ar e required to coaduct fire misoes

e mfamUiar terrain, so Initial target location ermos should be otc

Uarger then In the defanse. Survey teems are often delayed to bringing

survey control to firing mils. so soe batteries my be required to

fire missoice from "mep-spot ted c.o.dinats until psitiam are suVeVy

_20-



is established. Target area survey and connecting area survey are

rarely done. All of these factors introduce additional error into the

offensive situation. We feel that accuracy of the artillery fire will

be affected; hence, the experiment should be conducted under both

offensive and defensive conditions.

Gun-Tarnet Rane. The authors feel that Ol's my vary consid-

erably, depending upon the range from the gun to the target. However,,

estimates of Oil' s obtained experimentally might bae little value If

they are based upon ranges that are not likely to be fired. Therefore,

vs propose that the superiasuntor select three reap bands (short, medium.,

and long) that are typical of the weapons system being tested. lore we

use the word "typical" to mean those ranges at which esem targets are

likely to be detected.* Hence, the short-rang bad should Include a

high percentage of the short-rang eisions that ane likely to be fired

In f uture conflicts, and simlarly for the media. and long-range bads.

Ketimetem of the missions that are "Likely" to be fire dshold corn from

the predicted distribution of enemW targets s provided by curret

Intelligence.

54ing selected three typical rang beside the emweimmtor Is

faced with anther problem: should test wits be reqired to fire an

~ auer of si..i... in each reap band,. or mr there advestagee to

having them fire jgML wers of .iain s mugs bead? lbr

*SWIG$e lnallIgeAe infoimsif my indiat, thae lox of AU fsture

8missise for the Weaponse system being Cesidere Will be fired in the

aeort-rang bad. If this were the case# the veisitor mi"t wmt



to f ire more missions in this range band, in order to ensure that his

estimates of OUP's (for the short-range band) are "good" ones. On the

other hand, it is expected that radial miss distance will have a higher

statistical variance in the long-range band. This conjecture, If true,

would Indicate that additional missions should be fired in the long-

range band,, in order to obtain better estimates of 00i's there. Finially,

firing equal numbers of missions In each range band would oake the data

reduction much easier. This problen~ is discussed In greater detail In

Appendix C.

Nuclear-BigloaicalQMIcal Invironvent. Whien toxic agents are

present in the atmosphere, all personnel most don protective clothing

and protective masks so that they can carry out their missions.* The

wearing of such equipment will undoubtedly affect the time required to

perform artillery-related tasks, and It my affect the accuracy of the

fire delivered. In addition, the wearing of protective masks will

probably *Ake comnicatione more difficult. We therefore feel that

the experiment should be conducted under both toxic ad oem-toalc amn-

ditione.

A choice of responses or dependent, variables Is based upon thet.~ ~ aes of of fectiveses chosen for the system. As etated previsusly,

we hae chosen f as a measure of the system's suvAcrecy ed the die-

tributon of the length* of time required to conduct fire massifms a

a measure of the systems timeliness. From the stamipolat of accuray,

VFW~-



we have also expressed an interest in the caome and relative magnitude

of artillery errors. We first cascern ourselves with those dependent

variables related to accuracy; namely, OK? and errors; of various types.

Later we address the question of timeliness of the system.

Center of ZeMet of a Volley. The basic requirement for estimating

OMP's for a weapons system is to determine the actual center of Impact

of a volley so that It ca be compared with the desire canter of Impact.

The desired center of Impact is usually ut the target caster (aiming

point), and the actual center of Impact can be etiated using flash-

bae" techniques to be described In Chapter 111. The results of a series

of firing =7 be used to develop empirical distributims of the center

of Impact about the target centers and OR'. can be etimated from these

distributions. The technique for estimating MK?'s will be discussed In

Chapter IV.

011 provides en overall measure of the system's accuracy, but It

do". not provide, us with Informat ion regarding the comse amr relative

mapitede of artillery errors. This Informatiom amet be ebtalmd by

xaimings the components of the system. thus the dependent variables

of Interest In this regard are the" V61ch mwn 60poest swoe

that is errs %bick my be attributed to a viqZ.a compsest of the

Xm.L4&4 tAIL~MO Vbder Operatleehl ceeditieme, target

acquisition erroce wwuld fall Into, three ajor eategoriee:

1) failure to detect the targe

3) Improper IdestifIcation of the target, amd

-23-



3) incorrect location of the target, both Initially and with

respect to adjusting rounds.

For experimental purposes, we propose to eliminate errors of the first

two categories by having an umpire designate a target (aiming point)

and identify it for the observer. Thus target acquisition errors to be

considered here are errors in target location only. These errors can

best be described by considering the three methods of entering fire for

effect discussed previously.

Errors in the "Adjust Fire" method of entering fire for effect are

a result of the observer's inability to accurately determine target

location initially, as vell as errors In judging the location of the

target with respect to adjusting rounds. In contrast, target location

errors associated with the second two methods of entering fire for

effect, when no adjusting rounds are fired, are due to inaccuracies in

the observer's initial location data oly. Other errors may be com-

mitted, regardless of which method of entering fire for effect ts used.

We shall discuss some such errors and indicate which components of the

system are involved.

Survey Control Errors. These errors are associated with Incorrect

determination or reporting of coordinates of battery centers and asi-

=aths of orienting lines.* Survey errors have varying effects on

accuracy, depending upon the fir* procedure being used. In the cae

of "Adjust Fire" or "tiansfer veing registration corrections," the

survey errors are "shot out" during adjustment and registration,

respectively. Therefore, survey errors would affect only the time

-24-



required to adjust on a new target. The accuracy of the rounds in FFE

would not be affected in either of these procedures.

Survey errors have the greatest adverse effect on accuracy when

entering fire for effect using "meteorological plus velocity error

corrections." In this case, there is neither an adjustment nor a prior

registration, so all survey errors are incorporated in the firing date

that is sent to the guns.

Fire Direction Center Errors. In this category we shall consider

only errors that are actually generated within the FD. That is, all

inputs to the FDC (e.g., survey, target location, and meteorological

data) will be assumed correct so that only errors in the computation

of firing data will be assigned to the FDC.

Errors generated within the FDC can adversely effect both the time

required to complete a fire mission and the accuracy of the rounds in

FPE. Although there are a great number of places where errors can be

comaitted in the FDC, our primary concern is the data that is transmitted

to the firing battery for use in FFE. These errors can take the form of

incorrect quadrant elevation,* deflection ,* and (in the case of missions

requiring Mr fuze) the setting to be placed on the fuse.

Firing Battery Errors. Here, as with the FDC, we shall consider

only errors actually generated within the firing battery. All inputs

to the firing battery will be assumed correct.

We can divide firing battery errors into two groups: those which

directly affect the fall of shot and those which cause incorrect inputs

to other components of the system. Errors of the first type are

-25-
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incorrect initial lay of battery, incorrect lay (either in deflection

or quadrant elevation) of the individual pieces prior to firing, errors

in mechanical time fuse settings, and errors in the charge fired.

Examples of the second type of error would be the incorrect measurament

or reporting of powder temperature or projectile weight.

Cognunication 1;roro. These errors are due to comunications

between system components, not within the separate components. Such

errors are caused by poor radio-telephone procedures or faulty equipment.

Any message that is misunderstood by a radio-telephone operator of the

artillery uit and is recorded incorrectly by him is considered a coa-

manication error. Such errors observed in the experiment should be

analyzed to determine their effect on the firing data that is set on

the Sums. Some communications errors may not affect the firing data&

for examle the umpire identifies a survey party for the observer, but

the observer tells the FDC that the target is a wire crew. Other too-

mmications errors, such as the transposition of figures by a receiving

operator, may have a very adverse effect on accuracy.

2didga l Error. These errors are encountered primarily as a

result of imperfect experimental controls. All errors not previously

mentioned, regardless of source, would be included in this category.

Therefore, if the experimentor were to measure all componant errors and

then calculate their total effect on the fall of shot, he should be able

to predict whcre the center of impact will occur. If the X&LUL Ct does

not agree with this prediction, the difference is due to residual errors.

-26-
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One example of a residual error is an error in meteorological data,

since all meteorological data was assumed to be correct. Another

example of a residual error is a "round-off" error. These occur because

only integers may be set on the scales of the weapons.

Dependent Variables (Timeliness)

We now consider the measure of the system's timeliness. Although

accuracy is usually of paramount concern to artillery units, there are

occasions when speed of delivery of fires takes precedence. Such

instances are a matter of judgment of the commander and say warrant

deviations from the normal procedures. Training doctrine requires that:

"al members of the artillery team mst be continually

indoctrinated with a sense of urgency."1

In addition to the distribution of the length* of time required to con-

duct fire missions, we also propose to observe the leng;hs of time

required by certain components of the IA Weapons System. Again, It is

desirable to learn what effect the components of the system have on the

measure of effectiveness being investigated, so that we may seek

possible methods of improvement.

Total Fire Mission TIM. Total fire mission tims should be mesas-

ured from the tims that an observer detects a target until the M13

rounds burst in the target area. The folloving procedures could be

used by an umpire when designating a target to an observert the umpire

would describe the target (e.g. platoon of Infantry In the open), give

angular measurements to the target, and describe the object that is to

6-40, p. 1-2.
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be used as the aiming point (e.g., a red car body). For this experiment

detection occurs when the observer sees the aiming point (the red car

body) and states, "target identified."

Comuonant Times. In order to determine the contribution of the

component parts to the total fire mission time, the following mesure-

ments should be taken.

1) , Target acquisition time should be measured from the time the

observer detracts a target until he initiates a request for a fire

mission with the FDC. Adjustment time should be measured from the

appearca e of an adjoating buret In the target area until the first

element of adjustment data is transmitted to the FDC.

2) Survey ,tim should be mesured from the time that the battalion

survey control point is identified by the survey party until the battery

center and orienting-line are marked.

3) ire direction center time should be measured as follows:

a) For mission using one of the non-adjusting methods, the

time Increment should be measured from the receipt of a request for fire

until the last element (quadrant elevation) of FF5 data to transmitted

to the firing battery.

b) For missions using the "Adjust Fire" method, the time

increment described above should be summed with increments computed In

a similar maner for rounds In adjustment.

4) firing battery time should be measured as followst

a) For missions using one of the non-adjusting methods, the

time increment should be measured from the receipt of the last elmat

of the firing data from the PDC until the guns are fired.
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b) For missions using the "Adjust Fire" method, the tie

increment as described above should be sued for both the adjusting

fire and rounds in M.

CoAtrolled Variables

We nov proceed to a discussion of controlled variables. Cotditimsa

are usually controlled so that the ezpertnsator can attribute chasges

in the dependent variables (up to random errors) to the values of the

independent variables. In addition, controls are often Imposed in

order to limit the magnitude of the experiment, slao each additional

variable (of two treatments) would Increase the umber of data cells

by a factor of two. We consider three states of control: rigid,

systematic, and uncontrolled.

Rtidly Controlled Valiabls. The following variables ar those

which the authors feel should be rigidly controlled:

1) Sheaf width.* The battery should be deployed to give a par-

allel, or normal, sheaf The width of the sheaf will dpii upos the

caliber of the weapons In the unit being tested.

2) Length of Survey. A fixed length of survey should be used.

The exact length can be determined after the site of the eermant is

selected.

3) Type of Ammnition. The prepondanee ef all mMItiem fired,

both In cesbat and in training, Is hih explsive. Therefore we feel

that only high explosive ammiition should be used during the sXpelrat.

In addition, sufficient ammition of a gives lot dhould be amilable to

ensure that no "Mined-lot" issaims* are fired.

-I19-
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4) Unit Training. All artillery units are required to take, and

pass, an Army Training Test (ATT) on an annual basis. The authors feel

that all units should again be tested at the experimental site prior to

conducting the experiment. This test, by a single team of umpires, will

ensure that all units to be used in the experiment meet the minimum

level of training prdficiency required by the Army.

5) Angle of Fire, Only low angle fire (less than 800 mils for

most wemoons) should bb used in this experiment. Low angle fire is more

accurate than hgh angle fire, vhile the latter is more lethal against

certain types of targets. Since analysis using these methods as vari-

ables would necessitate expanding the experiment into areas of limited

applicatiod, we propose the above restraint.

Systenatically Controlled Variables. Systematic controls also

serve to l tit the sie of the experiment. Additionally, these controls

assist in making the simulated coubat conditions of the experimental

environment more representative of true combat conditions. The only

variable considered in thle category should be target occurrence time.

Using the independent variable '"isibility Condition," we have already

broken the 24-hour day Into "day" and "night.' However, past experience

indicates that targets do not occur uniforuly over either of these

periods. Enemy attacks most frequently occur in the early morning, so

we feel that a test unit should be required to fire more missions

between, say, 0500 and 0600 than between 2300 and 2400. This could be

accomplished by distributing target occurrence tines in the scenario

according to historical data that is available. The OP's thus obtained
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would be "averaged" over the times at which sassny targets are likely

to appear.

Uncotrolled Variables. Certain variables are uncontrolled,

usually because it is too expensive, or too difficult, to control them.

Variables that fall into this category are as follmw:

1) Terrain and Vegetation. These will ultimately depend upon the

experimental site selected. A prim consideratie In selecting & test

site is the availability of units near the site. It is Ls desirable

to select test sites that have, as nearly as possible, "typical" terrain.

2) eather. Weather will depend upon the test sita sad the sason.

Testing under "extrem" weather conditions, of any sort, hould be

avoided if possible.

3) Combat Imalsm. Rvery effort should be usds to develop a test

scenario that will include, as nearly as possible, the pogcal and

physiological stresses of actual combat.
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CHAPTER III

THE MODEL

We have thus far described the conditions that we feel should be

varied or controlled in order to observe possible changes in the

dependent variables. In this chapter we outline a general procedure

that should be followed both in preparation for, and conduct of, the

experiment in the field. A linear statistical model, which could be

used during the data analysis phase of the experiment, is also pre-

sented.

Seguenc. of Field ftcedures

For this experiment a test unit should consist of one randomly

selected ing battery (from a particular battalion), the battalion

FDC ad -om 'eurvey team. In Appendix C the authors describe a method

for obtaining an initial estimate of the required nuamber of test units.

Once this estimate has been obtained, the battalions to furnish test

units should be randomly selected from available battalions. If the

estimated required number of test units were to exceed the number of

available battalions, possibly because of the limited nwber of active

battalions or for combat reasons, the experiment could stil be con-

ductod. towever, it mst be remeabered that the level of confidence In

the estimated parameters would be lowered accordingly.

Bach test unit should be assigned a sequence numbr, which will

Identify the order in which the experiment would be conducted for that

unit. A typical test cycle, shwn in Tablo 1 displays one possible

-32-
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TABLEI1

TYPICAL TUT CT=.

Day 1 Arrive at test *It*; receive eI~trtve brietft agsd

orlitation.

2 Draw equipent; prepare for field operations.

3 Receive detailed briefing about the .. periomt mod coedect
the pre-exparimat hi?; prepare for uwmat to th fe £1.

4-5 Conduct ATT; receive briefinag ca results.

6-7 Ihinaft eqaipoat sod prepare for the ezprimt.

S-1O Roceive alert order, load vehicleme a to 4000gly area
sad prepare for defemelws oermism. IVem to 4sfemss
positions (as required by the scesurI) an cect fire

11-13 Receive orders to prepare to support am attaci eadust
operations la support of a at*&*b.

14-1G Reei ve orders to remals in poeltism md sappoe defmive
operations; be propar" to coatimw the attack on iorder.

17-19 Catiu the attack.

20-21 Return to be" as"; msatels equipment: wofta qu at
to the suppy point; reesive crtique ft "eat tm



order of tactical situations. This order would be followed by all units

having odd sequence numbers. Even-numbered units would follow the

alternating schedule of tactical situations, starting with the offense.

By mixing the order of tactical situatijus, bias due to fatigue and

learning should be averaged over the two s-.twflions.

Once the experiment begins, the test units will be in uimalated

combat continuously for the duration of the expeimen, thereby

increasing the psychological and physiological stresses to which per-

sonnel are subjected. The testing period of twelve days, suggested in

Table 1, would ba&e -to be adjusted depending upon the firing matrix

used (see Figures I and 2) and the number of volleys to be fired In

each data. cell. Time must be allowed for registration, saveseI and

normal tactical activities,, so a reasonable work load should be approxi-

mately 12-16 fire missions per period of light condition (daylight and

dark). The order of fire missions should be determined at random and

integrated into the detailed scenario.

So. expeulusnt should be conducted in the following five phases.

1) Alert test units; Inform then of their arrival time at the

expartmstatIonseite; ensure that test units have satisifactorily cm

pleted an TT 60 days (at moet) prior to the test period; sa test

units to the test site.

2) Orient test units; have them draw equipment and prepare for

field operations.

3) Coaduc.; Army Training Test at the test sIte.

4) Conduct eaperimt., have units return equipment end depart for

howe station.
-34-.
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5) Conduct intermediate data reduction and, If possible, update 1
the estimate of the number of test units required.

Data Collection

Data should be collected by team of upires aesigned to the feur

activities described below. The kinds of data to be collected and the

Instruamentation will be discussed. Pre-printed blank forms should be

used for recording data, and should be turned In to the control head-

quarters daily. All tim measurements should be med. using stopwatches,

and need not be recorded more accurately than ane'tenth of a second.

Tarmet Loction. The target location umpire, team should accompany

the observers and record target location data that Is treaatted by

the observer to the FDC. This Information viould be recorded jR adiJIo

j. suveyed target informat ion. Target lecatles tim and total f Ire

mission time should also be measured ad recorded by this tamm.

Fire Direction Center. The umpire teow laceci within the INC

should observe, each step In the computation of a fire mission, and

record any errors or malpractices that arm observed. this team should

tape-record all commications between the FMC sd both the observer

and the firing battery. Ay errors, In lafoern tramferred should

be recorded when they are observed. fte tapes vwl4 be salysed later

to discover any undetected errors and to verify tse already reorded.

AlU firing charts and PDC computation form shuld be collected daily

for later analysis. This umpire team shoud al"so maure PVC tim as

described previously.
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Firing Battery. The umpire team observing operations with the

firing battery should i~onitor all activities associated with gun ~ry

procedures, to include registration, laying the battery, and emiplacing

aiming posts. All observed errors and malpractices should be recorded.

Ove umpire should be assigned to-each gun crew so that minimum delay is

caused by umpire activities.' Salvo fire* should be used in all fire

missions,.even though the simulated tactical conditions may indicate

that all weapons should be fired simultaneously. This type of fire

would allowtthe-ooerators maning the flash-base In the target area to

observ :each.,round Individually, In order to estimate the C1 more accu-

rately. Th.sight picture and scale settings should be checked each

tit t(bAtfovm;ad af tsxr) a- weapon is f ired. Fuze settings should be

chemb4 fu r rr to Usding the projectil, into the gun. Any errors

do,*.- vai-at.ep eraio-, should be -recorded as they are detected.

These ewrera mry, be . aiyzed -later agains t the taped record. The f iring

tattfty- timm:, AUYWAb%.,auwraed by this team..

* A phertbprphit'scheme of'recording the sight picture, scale readings,

ad EasettU*s might be. useful if excebsive tin* delays are attributed

to, tkba*wIrteam or the umpire's accuracy In reading scale* is quos-

j tSo& I Pitres 6fof thbe atealas coutd be taken and later anelyzed for

errs,* -heriattoduetiou of such a scheme of data collection might be

at result O1 a filovtt.'

-gMAtg The-ipr team in-the target area wili operate the

flash-base.,which.-couLd-be. used to estimate the location of each round

fired, including rounds in registration and adjustment. An j o
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"dual" flash-base, Figure 3, is proposed by the authors. Two optical

instruments would be operated from each of four observation posts (OP's).

The two instrunents should be positioned as close together as possible,

without blocking the other's line of sight to the targets. It is felt

that such an arrangement might prove more accurate and workable than a

flash-base with eight OP's, for the following reasons.

1) The close proximity of the instruments would allow voice cou-

wanications between the operators. Since the scale readings should be

quite similar, errors in reading the scales should be discovered

immediately.

2) Large pointing errors should be discovered by the recorder,

who would sight over the instrument for each round. If a large differ-

ence between the two angles is reported, the recorder's observation

should aid in determining which instrument is in error.

3) Finally, the number of rounds "lost," or not observed by an

OP, should be minimised because of the "built-in" redundancy.

All instruments should be oriented on a distant reference point

before and after each fire mission in order to minimise errors due to

faulty instrument alignment. The deflection and vertical angles should

be measured for all air bursts, but only the deflection angle need be

measured for ground bursts. If both instrument operators at an OP

observe a burst, the deflection (and vertical) angles v 1l be averaged

to give the "OP deflection (and OP vertical) angle(s)" for that round.

In the event only one instrument operator at a particular OP observes

a burst, the "O angle(s)" will be taken as the angle(s) easured by

that instrument.
-39-
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Although there could be many variations to the problem of "lost"

rounds, we *hall consider only the situation in which one O (i.e.,

both instruments) fails to observe a given round. In this case, that

OP would not be used to estimate the location of the "lost" round;

instead, the "OP angle(s)" for that OP would be constructed to the

location (of the "lost" round) determined by the remaining three OP's.

This location would be estimated using the same general procedures

(described below) as for locating the center of impact. Tinally,

should two or more OP's fail to observe a burst, other analyses would

be necessary.

The center of impact would be estimated by an intersection pro-

cedure. The "OP angles" to each round of a volley should be averaged

to give a "CI deflection angle" from each OP. A ray would be plotted

from each OP in the direction of the "Cl deflection angle." using a

point aid-way between the two instruments as its origin. The inter-

section of these rays form a polygon. For "tight" polygons the

geometric center would be taken as the estimate of the location of the

CI, in the horisontal plane. Other situations (i.e., "loose" polygons)

would be analysed on an Individual basis (see Chapter V). An average

height of burst would be determined, in the cae of an air burst, by

averaging the heights of burst computed from each OP using the "C!

vertical angle," and the estimated distance to the C1.

The flash-base personnel should know (in advance) vhh target is

being fired upon, when each Sun is fired, end the approximate time of

flight. Coordinutes of the flash-base OP's and target locations should

be established by survey.
-41-
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[he Expbi;men'oi Dc,..i

In oder t: d.ttL ire CHF'., wt nave s, uggestd that accuracy data

be taken under varicus combinatLons of values cf the independent vari-

ables (see FigL.es I and 2), On each trial the measuLements taken will

determine the radial miss distance, R, between the center of impact and

the target center The oboe d~itiI un radiai miss d .starice may be

used in esrimacing

OHP - Pr IR.' - F Rrl)

A method of estimaring th,.s cu .l ot1,e distribtLior. turection is discussed

in Chapter IV

Radial miss cistane .- %cabtred in The SL tUaila j--ordinte sys-

tem where the X-dAib is t~ken alng tfe gun-tdtget hioe aad lies in a

horizontal plane tarigenL to thte dth at the torgt Lenter. In the case

of time fuze missions, this tangent piane pasSs through an aiming point

20 meters above the target center Ihe Y-dxi, is taken aL rlght angles

to the X-axis at the target. cente., and lies in thr- same horizontal

plae. The Z-axis is perpendialir to both the X and Y xes at their

point of intersection We intboduLe the foliowing notation:

Sp I is the true mean miss distance tr the center of impact

(in ea,.h :ell), taicen in the p direction; p - X, Y,

or Z. The r-r, ks t the sunsttipts are described below.

[p

ijktmno is the random ecror in the p direction on the observed

th
:andom variable fir the o voiley; o - 1, 2. 3, ... n ;

where n 1 , is the number ot volleys to be fired in a

data (eil for tie j rate band.

-42-
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(P) thHiP] is the effect in the p direction due to the I mted

used when entering fire for effect; I - 1, 2, 3.

i the effect in the p directlea dus to the toe

bad; 1 " 1, 2, 3, ... The upper limit to mqspeclfled

to allow for expansion, should It be feasible to fire 4

more than three range bands.

LP Is the effect in the p directio due to the k lth  jnt

couditton; k - 1, 2.

FrP is the ef feet In Oa p directio de to the A type

of fuse usled; L. - 1. 2.

TIP) is the effect in the p drection due to the mth
tactical 1 1 1:at1:; - 1t 2.

CIp ) to the ef fact In the p directiona due to the nuclearD
n

biological,, or ebosicAl PP- tiulea& a - 1, 2.

se sual notation for Itear zPeiumatal modetls lists each of Ide

main effects term as given above and all approriate Iasteraction terms.

Umaver, we can simplify this notation coslderably by emlying the

notation suggested by Graybill. e propose O follousiat mii. which

treats each ef the three Components of radial Nms diotamas Separately:

Blitz + el) (1)ijklm 13"Ma Ijhim ()

SIT)1 + el)(2)Yijklmo " ijklm ijkla

Il - Ill .1;m l

11. A. Grsybill, An

Volum I (Ne York: Xcara B91
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where iJ i assumwd to be a set of uncorrelated random variables,

each of which is distributed N(Oo 2). In equation (1), Xijkno

denotes the X-coordinate of the oth volley in the cell when the factors

N, R, L, F, T, and C are at the ith  th, k th  , th  ath and nth levels.

respectively, and similarly for the Y and Z coordinates.

The N-way classification model should include interaction ters,

and tests of their significance in the experiment should be made. Also,

if it were found that there is not a significant difference among the

main effects of certain factors in the experiment, then the data in

these cells could be pooled when estimating operational hit probabilities.

Such estimates should be more accurate because of the increased sample

size.
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CUA1TZ IV

RSflTIMGC OPZRATIONAL BIT PIOAIITI3S

Recall that we have defined 01? a" the probability that the center

of Impact of a volley of artillery fire will fall within a specified

distance of an saing point. In syobole.

08p a ft(32 I r23 a F12 r 2r( 1

where Iis radial *iss distance (i.e. * the distance from the center

of Impact of a volley to the target), end F12(r) Is the cornalative

distribution function (CDP) of &t2. Under a specific got Of aspen._

mental cond itions. our ability to accurately stimate 061 (for a given

r) will depend upon our accuracy In estimating the CDP of ft2,

Ws propose two procedures that might be used In estimating this

C7. Firsts an attempt should be sode to detersme, ttbe emo of the

"well Mom" theetical probability distutbutins "fits" either the

ditibto of 329 or t distribution of am futia of R2., Io

the avast sh a distribution mot be omado the sampe (BY Cegie)

could be Used.

Va begin by discuseiag a pnesebr he atte~tig to find a "Well

wM distribution that "fits" a fmt'Amte of 11. It bee ber aesmad

that the odmpomate (It T, mad 2) of rediat"is dtatfta ane distrtbuted

N(O,.l); p aIs T# 1. The taret oeter of alagpotato will be

ommedered to be the origin of the 3-dl1mal eserdafte systs.

descIbe earli. Ve ea?'tx.' A tke 1-0601410140 PePeltiem uantSe

sft$ the usual estimator '21, defined of feZ)...



=2 S52 ~a (Y..) 2

Aaore Im 1 I,

a ts the numer of volleys fired fora particular set of

experimental conditions, e nd

I, is the dis tance In the I direction between the target

center and the CI for the I th volley.

Similar computations would be made to determine 42 end azz

In Appendix I we state reasons whay we feel that AII will be an

approximately Chi-square distributed random variable with c2/d degrees

of fredo AaereC 02 02+ 02 nd du a~ ~ U44s Vte that

equation (1) can be rewritten as

CD- Pr~c$/d 1 crI/dj a ?Pa 14 (cr'/d) a ?I 112r').()

2hat Joe "t satting the Ct1 of W/~d to equivalent to estimatiag the

CD o 1. Replaigthe prmters c. and d by their estimates

4i2. 42 ^2 se 4+j +j) obtaiaeneatiinte

of doe mm of the approximating VAi-square'distribxat to of o$/4. A

po~e~o-ft test (sob as Qai-equars or 001ip e M VIz ) *"ald

be meet to tea *we the 311erimatal data %Wts Wei apromsextis

c~iaqsre disuibutloen.I the teat ahows an aeptable. fi$ this

diatributies could be ume" to estimate OUP for any value of r. IM h

ai-69pte distributtos doe sot provide en aceeptable fit, a seerek of

other distributions should be made.
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If a theoretical CD? that fit* the observed data cannot be found.

OUP could be estimted using the amle CDP,, or ogive. the estimate

thus obtained would *o (0P i 1 2 (r 2 ) m of a gibevo 3olk *Sr2

for r2 C (0.).
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CHAPTER V

AREAS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION

While writing this thesis, ye have encountered certain problemg

toward which (we feel) further research effort might profitably be

directad. Lack of time has prevented us from working on these problems

in detail. This paper is concluded with a brief description of these

problems. It is hoped that additional work will be directed toward

solving some of them.

Oneproblem is the development of an optimal flash-base for use in

accurately locating shell bursts. The authors have presented an 2 ho

flash-bass configuration ib this paper, but they feel thlt further

investigation might lead to a method of designing better ones. Several

important questions should be addressed: How many observation posts

should be used in a flash-base? How many optical instruments should be

located at each observation post? What are the trade-offs between

accuracy and the number of observation posts (and the number of optical

instruments at each)?

Another problem involves the trade-of fs between high angle and low

angle fire. The former is more lethal against certain types of targets,

but the latter is more accurate. What are the OHP's of various weapons

system using high angle fire? Do observers require more, or fewer,

rounds to adjust on a target when high angle fire is used? Under what

conditions is high angle fire preferred to low angle fire?

Experimentation of the type discussed in this paper is generally

quite expensive. Thus, it is desirable to develop additional methods of
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obtaining meaningful measures of a system's effectiveness. In Appendix C

the authors propose the use of ATT data to estimaes sampe sixes and the

number of mIssios that should be fired In various range bands. The3I

considerations suggest several questions: Is there a high correlation

between the estimates of ORP determined experimatally ad estimates

determined from ATT data? Uhat odificatons (either in s onarlo or in

data collection procedures) in the ATT would be secessary 1n order to

obtain "goode estimates of OHP from ATr data? IS It possible to collect

data (for estimating OHP and other masures of effectiveness) under

actual combat conditions? If sog what procedures and Instrumentation

should be used?

The "Adjust Fire" method of entering fire for effect presents a

fruitful area for further research. This procedure has been used to

adjust fire on targets for a number of years, but apparently no study

has been made to determine if a better procedure might be developed.

Several questions need to be answered: Is the observer's procedure of

"splitting brackets" best (in sows sense), or should some cther proced-

ure be used? How many weapons should be fired during the adjustment

phase? What procedure will yield the greatest expected level of damage

to targets of various types for a given cost?

The procedure currently followed for precis on (destruction and

registration) fire should be closely examined. In a precision mission

the observer follos the "Adjust Fire" procedure until he enters MIT.

Once the F11 phase Is entered, the observer only seases the rounds

(e.g., "over-left," "short-right," "short-line," etc.), and the FDC
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uses a standard procedure (described in detail in FM 6-40) to further

adjust the fire onto the'target. Is this "standard procedure" best?

If not, what procedure should be used?

Finally, -the authors feel that hand computational procqdurea in the

IDC should be compared'with the Field Artillery Data Computer (FADAC).

What are the advantages/disadvantages of the FADAC versus hand compute-

tion? Which gives the greater chance for error? Is tho Inability to

recoustruct pa t missions, step by step, a serious drawback for the
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APPEUIX A

GLOSSARY

Area Target - Target. for gunfire or bombing,, which covrs 4 large area.

Area targets are usually composed of many ?oIat targets that are

iistributed within sowe geographical area. I
Center of Isipact -The geometrical center of the dispersion pattern of

a group of rounds.* In the case of a single volley, It is the

center of thin one volley.

Deflection - 1) Setting on the scales of the sight of a weapon to place

the line of fire In the desired direction. 2) HorixoIntal. clock-

wise angle between the axis of the tube asid line of sight.

Direct Fire -Fire delivered at close range, by an artillery weapon or

a tank, on a target which Is visible to th guoner.

Fire for Effect - Consists of a number of roimto fired singly or io

groups or volleys In sufficient volume to attain the desired effect

on a target.

Indirect Fire - Fire delivered at a target that cannot be seen fr~om the

gun, position.

Inherent Errors, - If a number of rounds from the bame lot of ammuition

are fired from a single weapon with identical seltngs in quadrant

elevation and deflection, all the rounds will not fall'at a single

point, but will be scattered in a pattern of bursts. This disper-

sion is due to inherent errors, which are a result of conditions

in the boti of the gun, conditions In the carriage of the gao avid

environmental conditions during the flight of the projectile.
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Mixed-Lot-Mission -A fire mission in which the amunuition come from

more than one manufacturer's lot. (Firing corrections may vary

for different lots.)

W~on-Standard Firing Conditions -Certain atmospheric, position, aid

materf .1 conditions are accepted as standard. These conditions

are described in the introduction to firing tables, Any other

firing condit ions are considered to be nou-standard.

Operational Probable Errors@ Probable error@* measu~red under opera-

tional conditions.

Orienting Line - A line of known direction established on the ground

and used as a reference line In survey or in stiming artillery

pieces.

Point Target - A particular object or attucturs such asa men, a brifge,

or a bunker.

Poition Are& - The area in which the command and firing elements of a

battery are located.

Probable Errors - Measure of the distribution of impacts about the

am point of Impact for a single weapon; it is also defirad a

that error which Is exceeded approximately as often as It io not

exceeded.

Quadrant Elevation - The smller agle at the origin, measured lo a

vertical plans, frost the base of the trajectory to the line of

elevation. (The base of the trajectory is the straight line from

the origin to a point on the descending branch of the trajectory

which Is at the ss altitude as the origin.) Rftghly speaking,



this is the vertical angle measured betveen the axis of the Sun

tube and the horixontal plans.

Salvo Fire - A method of fire in which veapoas are dischared one after

the other, usually at intervals of two scnds.

Sensing - The location of a point of burst or Impact, or man point of

burst or impact, with respect to the target, such as over, short,

air, left, or right.

Sheaf Width - The lateral distance (perpendicular to the direction of

. fir.).betveen the mon points of burst of the flank rounds.

System Errors - The bias and dispersion, about the tarpt center or

aiming point, of fire delivered by weapons system. They are

attributable to both inherent errors and errors caused by the

operationma environment.

Volley Fire - A method of fire in which each sectin fires a specified

number of rounds without attempting to s"ohrooise its fires with

the other sections.

Wapons System - One or more weapons with AL component parts. person-

nel, and procedures required for its operation, The operation of

the system is Initiated when a target i detected and tersnated

upon completion of firing.
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APPEHDIX a ':

THE .APPROXIMATING CHI-SQUAIZ DISTIBUTIONL ,

We now consider the problem of finding the distr~button (air

approximate distribution) of a sun of squares of independen~t, bias nML

ddn~ily4stributgd, normal random variables. That Is, we wish to.

find the distriLbution of It 2 +y 2 vwee the vaiales ar~e

described In Chapter 111. Assume that X to diatrtbuted N(00o2)j

1 is distributed N(Oao), Z to distributed N(Ool), and suppose

the random variables are independent. The approximte distribution of

12 is Sives by the follovin8 thoorem:8

Let a Xi/of (I - 12...9k) be independently distributed as X'(n 1).

k k
Lot S"2 (y ) 0). and g. X,. Than u no/Y is

oztisy dtributed U x2 (n), where
22

As a consequence of our assumptions of independent nmenlity,

X2/01, 2/0, and 22/02 are Independently distributed as Xa(l). y

lettin s 1g, 2 - +o0*+0 ayd S aX t +  21 I t .

X Y 2 n e I+ I3 .l

The theorem above then asserts that I2 is approxmately

4+ ,'4 +
ox Y z/

distributed " a Chi-square random variable with

deprose of freedom.

IFranklin A. GrybilluI- i to U-- 11111ita A _"MA-W

Volum I (Now Yorks NcGrav-II. 3ook Company, Ins., 961)1 p. 39,
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APPENDIX C

ESTIMTING SAMPLE SIZES

The sample size for an experiment night be based upon the following

criteria:

1) the assumed distributions of the random variables to be

observed during the experiment,,

2) certain Voale (possibly arbitrary) In estimating the choes

parameters#

3) the cost of sampling, and

4) the availability of the members of the population to be sampled.

If we initially assum that the availability sad cost constraints are

not active. then 'required sample size" would mean tbt predicted sample

* sixe necessary to achieve the stated goas *given that the random vari-

ables will be sampled from the specified distributions. URes in this

"Ideal case*" the problem of determining required sample size for en

experiment Is a difficult one. fThetoi seldom agroeet, as to which

goal should be selected. and It io diffiLcult to predict,6 IL rAUs the

distributions of the random variables to be observed during the experi-

meot. After nowe consideration, the experimenter must make a decision

as to which goals he considers most Important. Oace this decision Is

made, It may be possible to estimate the required sample aiso, provided

inferences can be drawn about the distributions of the raeM variables

involved. The latter my be doe in various ways* Fer exmlos som-

times persaonl who have had experience with similar experiments can,



furnish subjective inferences concerning the likely distributions of

the experimental random variables. On other occasions available data,

simUlar to the data which will be collected during the experimsut, way

be used in drawing Inferences about the distributions of these rend"

var ables. In still other cases, theoretical developments my Indicate

appropriate distrittion assuptioms, or literature my be available

which sheds light upon the distributions likely to be encountered.

Aftdv the required sample size has boen estimated, the sprimntor

should, in met cases, check whether the cant or availability (of

svple unirs) costraats ai'e violated. If either constraint is vio-

atd, the required 9epa *Ise might have to be reduced acotdlaly.

Nftft demual -Arq Ian"ing Tests, accurecy data to toecrded for

All aillstry mite. The authors feel that this data might be sillat

to the accuracy date that would be obtained (later) in the emerlismt&

so AN data might be useful in estimating the required sale *s*.

The phiae required sample else" is used hre in two seamose : the

mwtor of volleys that should be fired in each data cell and the mober

of umitse dt sould be used in firing those volley.. Our sug ted

e te for obtaining these stmtes ilwl be ossetially the us

as pleviously discuead that is, first escimto easch required saple

sie by considering sow stated pal sd the Inferred distribution

(based a ATT auracy data and thKotlcad easidetatimss) of the

We$eriANtol random Variables, the check to see it a cost toootatst

or an vallability coustraist is active.



I,

dpAs e s stated in Chapter IV, our ablty to accurately estimate o

(for a giv r) ill depend upon o ur accuracy to est tn acsteui the a CP

of I.  For the reason given in Appendix 3, e f l that e12/d ill

be an approxiately Chi-square d nilrabuted r tndom variable with c2/d

degrees of f. .read .whr - o2 + °2 + °2 and 4 a o4 + o4 + 04.

Sensc, the qualty of our h estimates could vreurell be assied to

bepbnd upon r ability to tacurately stlte 2/d, the man of tha

a upproxngating C i-squ s d thtributio. However, c1 s te isjL a

function of the veriance of X i To and i the ssdieta s ti the

coordinate directions. Therefore, our ability to accurately estimate

C2/d will depend upon our accury In estimating c three vasaae

S bse. The difficulty lese In the fat that e st-

mental data wLU at be avilable until after the e riment Is coduted.

Neos the author* propose that etimstaa of required sampla @ee*u ehould

be based open accuracy data that Is currently 4"Iltablel ems , ATT data.

During Wle, flah-be teihnqus are oed to eotfmte Ow pois

of Impact of Individul rud to e an, d• aceter of twct to to*-

paed. $I-&* heoiht-of-burst d4ta to not ret~o, it is iw"Sotble to

estimate the vasce (02 ) of *I" distance Is the t-coordiftt " r -

tion. Nswe to under the normaliy assumtions of Appendix Is. the wil-

nm, likli ooetimate of Ai  would be

ad similarly for o Pe r low,-*We firs the verism s r tap will

probably exceed the vartawn is 4evitt ez tt tl pot tupertatce,

u x



S2 has almost always been greater than S2. It is reasonable to assume,X

therefore, that a2 will "drive" the problem. In other words, if weX

choose a sample size that will achieve some stated degsee of accuracy in

estimating a we should be eesu:*d of achieving a h degree of

accuracy in estimating a2 and oF in the experiment. Therefore, we
cio o oe

have considered only the problem of estimating a to the required pro-

cision in order to. obtain an estimate of the required number of volleys

for each data call. Any of a number of other scheme could be used as

well.

For their stated goal, the authors have decided to require the

expected length of a 1 - o per cent confidence interval on a to be

equal to the burst radius (BR) of a projectile of zxe appropriate type.

If X (miss distance parallel to the gun-target line) is nor lly dis-

tributed, n S2/02  is distributed as a Chi-square random variable with

n - 1 degrees of freedom. A 1 - m per cent confidence interval on

02 can be obtained as follows:

-e Pr~x2  < nS2 ci2 < X2 1
1-,c/2 X X 3/2

- r[nS/X2 < <nS2/2Xrn *x/2 X X' 1-*/2'

where n is the total number of observations on the random variable X,

and X2 is the 100(1-a/2) percentile of the Chi-square distribution

with n - I degrees of freedom. Equating the expected length of this

confidence interval to the burst radius, one obtains

Z[L] - E'nS2/X.. 2 - nS2 /X 2 2 1 (1)
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Solving for B R' we obtain

Xl...c/2 X'.'2

The burst radius of the particular projectile, beltused In the empert-

vat would be known, and a2  ca bes estimated by 21mATace y

data. Thus (2) can be solved for a, the roqefrod adi a# wle,.

for each data cell. Note,* however, that a also specifles doe particu-

lar Chi-square distribution from which the X;212 .ii ej.412 potato

are determined. and a solution for u vast take this Ift inet. As

iterative procedure my be used: first choinse a., mid themi check to

see If(2) is atisfied. rf not, choosea dffeen a awireebeck (2).

If so, determine whether a smller u will sat~sy (2). Ovetave In

this fashion until the smallest integer a tha mset newaly satisfies

(2) Is found. This iteration process should not be veryt-~i g

since very few iterations (usually less than 10) ahemld be required to

find the appropriate n.

Available AVP d!tP, *'r:iIg'o otware etttilly usitp (of the

given type), firing at many different ranges. woke veilos. firtag cown-

ditious, would be used to estimate a by the Wkw pcosemae. Ik

estimate n (of required mple aso) thus obtatmne waid --poesmat

the nmbser of volleys to be fitred (iIL& data sell) by *&wrap" units

in "average" situations.* Theref ore, 4% wmU seem to be a reasoebei

estivate of N, the SpIqmmber of volleys to be, 11rad In the e-speni-

ment (using the reduced firing astriz of 48 ds~a salls).



While 48n represents the total required sample size, it may be pos-

sible to allocate these observations in a way "more efficient" than

simply n to a cell. We shall illustrate this with a consideration of

the allocation over range bands. In Chapter II, we suggested that the

independent variable "Gun-Target Range" be divided into three repre-

sentative range bands. The firing of n volleys in each data cell

would not take into account available information concerning these range

bands. Specifically, the authors feel that intelligence information and

previous adcuracy data should be used as a basis for estimating the

number of missions to be fired in each range band. The intelligence

information .ight, for example, take the form of a predicted distribution

of enemy targets, as shown in Figure 4. The accuracy data could be pro-

vided from the ATT data (already used in estimating a2), segregated byx
range band. The following discussion shows one method of using this

information to obtain reasonable allocations of the number of missions

to be fired in each range band. For the sake of simplicity, we consider

only the short-range baud (R.B.#l) and the medium-range band (R.B.#2).

However, the development is general and could be extended to any number

of range bands.

As stated previously, the accuracy of an estimate of OHP will depend,

amog other factors, upon our ability to determine experimentally the

Mc71s of R2. To obtain "good" estimates of these CDF's, it is necessary

to accurately measure the observed R2 for 1a2h volley fired. A reason-

able approach toward achieving the desired degree of accuracy might be

to obtain "best' (in some sense) estimates of N2, the mean cf the
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squared radial miss distances, for each range band. The sense in which

we use the word "best" is discussed below.

We shall use the following notation:

XI is miss distance parallel to the gun-target line in range

band i, i , 2;

Y is miss distance perpendicular to the gun-targiet line (in the

horizontal plane)" i&aYrange band' i

Z is vertical miss distance in range band i.

Additionally, we make the following assumptions.

1) X i  is distritute'd 'N(0,oXi~ 1 1, 2;

Yi is distributed N(O

Zi  is distributed N(O aa).

2) The predicted distribution of enemy targets indicates that, in

a total of V + W missions fired, it is expected that V missions will

be fired in range band #1 and W missions in range band #2.

3) No more than N missions may be fired during the experiment.

Note that the number n may be equal to 48n (determined previously), or

it may be provided by a .udgetary or other constraint, whichever is

smaller. Thus our problem is one of allocating N observations, between

R.B.#l and R.B.#2, in o'der to obtain "best" estimates of P 2 and R2'
Pi 2

where R2 _X2 +y 2 +Z 2  i- 1, 2.
i i i -ii

The word "best" may be interpreted in terms of minimal quadratic

lose. Toward this and, we have assumed the following loss functions for

any estimators and PR2 of p 2 and VI2 respectively:
R!2 Ri 2
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L (6 ) 6R2 URI)' given R.B#

- -gives 1.592

it is well-known that L (; t) is Aftiulood by tag n 12. 7be

total expected lose, E[L, is given by

E(L] pLj ) + qL2 (1)

Ibare p a is the proability of firnl a ultmoom L L.#I, and

q - (l-p) - R is the pzaability of fixq Alsoo Is I..9.

Note that p and q my be interpreted ma prir prablbJttim so the

diStribUIA Cs cf 12 and 1;, respectively.

Let n1  (uknown) be the n omr of m st. t sJA be fired

in R.B.#1 and n2 (Um*im) be the eur of n mUM SrW ILS.2. Thm

our problem reduces to the following:

HINDIZE:- +) + q( -#q
(3)

SUJUCT TO: ai+ 2-1

By making the appropriate substitutimos, sys (3) cm be riltetem am:

NINII: iW Var(1I a(~

Aer. r TOal + 42

kVvfRb" - l(& + o4 + 04

X2 T2 22Ia

(Thmee rimmes will be derived below.)
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The positive constant term V- will not affect the minimization,v+W

so it may be deleted. Finally, we have

MIN+IIZE: V + ' ++ a+ +a ]
M1 Z1  2 2 2 2 (5)

SUBJECT TO: n1 + n2  N.

The Lagrangian for the system (5) may be written as:

. l (n 4 + a4  + a 4 ]4 + z2  (1 +n2 - N]
Ii, ; X -x Yl Z, n 2  X2  Y2  Z

Taking partial derivatives and setting them equal to zero, we get:

-<1. 4 + 04,+ 04

--- - 2 .. .. -

n2 n2

X1 't + -N 0

Solving the first two partial derivative expressions for A, one obtains:

.*.4 , (g; + a,; + o 3. (o;+ o', a 3 ]. (6)

an 2

The above equation can be solved to get the ratio of missions to be fired:
V(a4  + + C4

" ;, -, 2 .(7)
12 U 2

La mentioned previoualy, AT? data does not include 2-coordinate

information, so 02  ~ an q 2  cannot be etimted and are therefore22

deleted. Replacin the reatning squared variances in (7) by cheir maui-

ma " likelihood estimtes, va +et
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r__[(2)22 
(3)

V 7 2 2

a
where 52 16 (i - ) 2 ,

i X

a is the number of alsslons fired La 1.9.01 (for which

ATT data is available), a8d

X is the distance in the I directiUm (to 1..) tw

the target center and the C1. for the i h vollay.

Similar coputations can be ade to get , 4, anl 4y. 2inally,

under the assumption that nI  and u2 are coutismeoe, (8) can be solved

explicitly for nI (or n2)  to obtain:

1 U[(S 2trbue (So ) .

1r ) + S; 2 '

The warmanes that were bstitted into the systm () Ae aft

1erived as, follo'ws. Consider only the short4r' bdo

Vibere 1 is distributed W(0,002

Y, is distributed X(O,oz sad
- .I~r 1.' .A. TI

2 is distributed V(0,02 )*-
1
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xl x2
Then - is distributed N(O,1), so that is distributed X2(l),

G
21X XI

and siilarly for Y1 and ZI .

The Chi-square random variable with k degrees of freedom has a

variance of 2k, hence Var(S2/c0 I- and Var(X2 ] *20
4  

.Similarly

1 X1

we get Var(Y ] - 204 and Vsr(Z2] - 2,j4
1 Y1 11'

We can find the variance of 2 - X2 + y2 + Z2  as follows:

Var(RI) a Var(X2 -4 . 2

- Ver(X21 + Varly~] + Var(Z2 I

(by the assumed independence of X1, Y, and Z1)

2a4+o'4 + 04)

Hence.

Var(in I Van I  1 2
u1 i-i n£ .-1

A seislar computation can be carried out to obtain the variance of 2

It should be Aoted that the above technique represents only one of

inw possible vays, to allocate N missions between rftXo beads, or

between levels of other factors, Navin& obtained a1 and a2' the

ea pedantor could require that n /24 volles be fl-ed for each data

call of the short-range baud, and u2 /24 volleys for each date cell of

the bag-range baud. Mote that we art asu g the reduced flr"n matrix

with 48 data cells is used.
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We now consider the problem of estimting the Bgk of Itaty ~ts

that should be use" for the experiauut. The following discaseia shows

*h- AT? data might also be usad to obtain this eele.

The memer of teot maite required far the expwiat should depead

(Pririly) upon the vari!" 4 ty amg artillery mats. The authors feel

that sma radial miss distance provides a sUhabl umevv of s vait's

accuracy, so the distribution of was radial miss distance for a Imadoely

selected unit migbt be Used to Outizate the oRoqmiud maimpe sima (wmev

of test units) for this experiment.

Asaw that ATT data is availa from C units, each of iche

f ixa a toWa ;of It ssiam du?1Sg the A TAP Ie I dowes the

radial miss distance of the M1 v*4lwy of the I t uosl= finy1 by tie

tb wait (i - 1, R., ; j w 1, ... , 6). AlIT data cold be used to

tompuft the estimated Nw radial awme distancs for

wait J. TAU. Comutisation abash be car""d an few lach 6: the Units

ad the reultks used to oltein so emirical diaveeSbie fteitsa) of

th P. vrtablaMj the mas radial wmes distance of a resioly

elected vaIt. The Ceuxalsimiat Uhnarm leads us to omjetw* the

jia (spwszimately) 0 aewally diettibeted w metable, A

p.~e-of-f it test Could be jplied to test Ube aosompif of war-

walit7. tt the toot show that a norml diotribettse peptds Mn scem"-

abse fit, thee particular "mi dieeriftn am" be wed to evelmote

She raquirod suchor of test wAits.

To obta this estimate, a peacedwm simiar to that used ter esti-

mebqa. could be seed. Per ammple, the Ima i Iugf of a I a



per cent confidence interval on P (the mean of ij) could be set equal

to some selected value. For Pj distributed normally with unknown

variance, );:I (ij - W)/S is distributed as a t random variable

with m - 1 degrees of freedom, where m is the number of test units

required for the experiment. A 1 - a per cent confidence interval

on )i can be obtained as follows:

1 - - Pr-t (u - /S < t..a/2 a ci2

where .t/ 2  is the 100(1-a/2) percentile of the Student's t-distribution

with m - 1 degrees of freedom. Note that U jan

u G 

-

S =-( can both be obtained from ATT data. As was

done previously, equating the expected length of the above confidence

interval to some appropriate constant will provide an estimate of the

number of test units required for the experiment.
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II. SUPPLEMENTANY NOTES St. SPOWMAWOm MgLIT"V AcnTITy

The Department of the Army has expressed a used for the determination of the
operational hit probabilities of aeveral weapons systems In use throughout the
Army. These hit probabilities, together with lethality models, should yield pre-
dictions of the effects such system will have under various conditions of combat.

In this thesis, operational hit probability (OK?) is defined as the probability
that the center of Impact of a volle of artillery fire will fall within a specified
distance of the center of an are target. A general experimental methodology,
which could be used to estimate 01'. (under simlatod cmbat conditions) for a
field artillery weapons system, is preventedWi' More specifically, a approximate
Chi-square distribution of squared radial misslaistanc* is sugested for estimating
OHP's. A method of using accuracy data from AM Training Tests to estimate
required sample sizes for the experiment is proposed.
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